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Cooperative Creativity Evolution of Organization
Tomoko Taguchi Hokusho College Department of Liberal Studies
Abstract
Today，we live in the crosscultural world，where we are developing a new mental domain through the
help of the cultural interchange．And environment，organizations，human beings，and computersall are
closely related．How will this complex world work？ This will be determined by the intention and opinion
of the organizations in addition to our way of thinking．This determination is the reflection of not our
individual shortsighted view but the whole view of our society or organization． To make organizations
strong in a creative way，it is one of the best ways to work cooperatively in the organization by using
individual knowledge as our common property．
This study，from the point of the view of how the evolutionary changes have worked，discusses the
powers of organizations，and their environments．
Japan，which has aimed at raising the productivity since the period of the high economic growth（１９５５
１９７３），is now one of the great economic powers in the world．In all the parts of the world and in all the
periods of the human history，human beings and their technology have been closely related to achieve
economic growth． But we are now in the stage we cannot deal with the new environment around
companies by the method we have used for a long time．Together with a new technology， electronic
commerce or other new types of business have come to us．In this situation，we are gradually realizing
that we are at the risk of being in a stable and wealthy society with too many things and too many people
but that we don’t know for certain what to do next．We are now in the period we must know how to
deal with this situation and determine the way we should take．
Today，how organizations and the their members act will be responsible for the ups and downs of them．
In this changing social situation，environment，organization，human beings，and computers will be more
closely related．And organizations and their individual members will produce‘something new’something
important to them． It will reflect its powers on the society． And the society will in turn effect the
organizations．
Evolutions of organizations are always going on，but human recognition and gratification of desires factors
will lead to a bad reputation from the point of the view of social morality．But the differences of opinions
between members are constructive， not destructive， and the harmony is not the result of the same
intention but the result of the same impulse．The external changes such as the powers within organizations,
technological innovations，the appearance of into a different thingthis process is the one that is important
which will design creatively the organization．
In our time，when society，economy，technology and so on are changing greatly，to promote continually
business of organizations，old methods are useless and in a complex society with systems of independent
cooperative creativity in different units corporations are obliged to change their business systems．
Key word：emergent value・knowledge・interactive・integration・process
組織の協創の進化
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